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Introduction
The Community Games grant fund invited community organisations and sports 
clubs from across South Yorkshire and West Yorkshire to apply for £300 to host 
a new community event, or to add activity or sport to an existing event during 
the summer of 2021.
The purpose of the fund was to support locally 
run activities that would bring people together 
as COVID-19 restrictions eased.

£20,000 was invested into a number of 
events across each of the nine districts. The 
events had to take place outside to minimise 
COVID-19 risks and be a one- off event of 
at least three hours. This was to distinguish 
the event from regular sessions that were 
happening anyway.

The fund was flexible and the process 
kept simple to reduce barriers so more 
organisations could apply.

The idea was inspired by the Community 
Games programme following London 2012. 
We took the best bits - like the format of 
events - and learned from the bits that needed 
changing. One thing was the lengthy monitoring 
process which we reduced to reflect the level 
of funding.
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We have been working with partners over the last four years to understand 
communities across the two counties.  
We recognise that many communities across 
South Yorkshire and West Yorkshire experience 
inequality, and therefore have identified, 
alongside local colleagues and with learning 
from local intelligence, ‘Focus communities’ 

We have also used the latest data to identify 
areas which are experiencing inequalities. 
We overlaid deprivation maps, inactivity 
levels COVID-19 deaths and demographics 
for ethnicity, long term health conditions and 
disability to find the areas where investment 
would do the most good.

Our approach

The purpose of the fund was to support locally run 
activities that would encourage communities to 
come together following the easing of COVID-19 
restrictions.

www.yorkshiresport.org/what-we-do/in-the-community/


We were absolutely thrilled 
to run an event on this scale 
for our members. It wouldn’t 
have been possible without 
your support, which we’re so 
grateful for.
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Funding 
approaches
Funding was spread evenly across each district at first, then as applications came in we were able 
to identify areas with a greater need. In all, we received 122 applications, of which 68 were funded. 
Organisations ranged from traditional sports clubs to ‘friends of...’ groups, and family centres.

The range of organisations applying shows how important it is to listen to all levels across the 
system about sport and physical activity as there are so many opportunities to be active across 
the community.

Ethnically 
diverse 

communities
Six  

events

Disability/
long-term 

health 
conditions

£19,800 
Invested

Older adults Two 
eventsAll of these 

£11,100  
West  

Yorkshire

Lower 
socio-

economic 
groups

39  
events

Women and 
girls

£8,700  
South 

Yorkshire

Six  
events

Three 
events

Nine 
events



Thank you so much 
for supporting our 
event. It was a fabulous 
day and made 
everyone feel so much 
more normal in such a 
challenging time
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1.  The Yorkshire Cricket 
Foundation

2.  Bank End Friends

3. Fishlake Cricket Club

4. S4ALL Ltd

5. St Paul’s Community Church

6. Wheatley Park Baptist 
Church

7. The People Focus Group

8. Doncaster Metropolitan 
Borough Council

9. Cantley Park Community

10. Rossington Main FC

11. Doncaster Family Hubs

12. RNN Group – Dearne Valley 
College

13. Rawmarsh Runners

14. Maltby Leisure Centre

15. Rotherham Leisure Complex

16. Unity Centre, Wah Hong 
Chinese Association & 
Rotherham Ethnic Minority 
Alliance

17. Aston Leisure Centre

18. Thorncliffe Health and 
Leisure Centre

19. Wisewood Sports Centre

20. Grimesthorpe Family Centre

21. Ataawoon FC

22. Tusaale FC

23. Friends of Burngreave Library

24. Shipshape Health and 
Wellbeing Centre

25. Derek Dooley FC

26. Sheffield Environmental 
Movement (SEM)

27. Graves Health and Leisure 
Centre

South Yorkshire
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1. Northowram Tennis 
Club

2. The Game Changerz

3. Hartshead Moor CC

4. Friends of Wilton 
Park

5. Ready Steady Active

6. Innit Youth Club based 
@ Focal Community 
Centre

7. Empower – Leaders 
of the Future

8. Left Jab Boxing Club

9. Team Hanson

10. Almondbury Wesleyan 
Cricket Club

11. Chernobyl Children’s 
Lifeline Link

12. Emley Clarence 
Cricket Club (ECCC)

13. Connecting 
Crossgates

14. TLA Seacole Scheme

15. Junior Sports Hub

16. Harehills Park Crown 
Green Bowling Club

17. DAMASQ Lts

18. Champions 
Community Sport and 
Health CIC

19. Hunslet Initiative

20. Active Leeds LC

21. InterACT Church and 
Partnership

22. Your Back Yard

23. YMCA Leeds

24. Recovery Runners

25. Highfield Food Coop

26. Get out Get Active

27. HALE Project

28. Eccleshill Village 
Steering Group

29. Ravenscliffe 
Community 
Association

30. Sunnah Sports 
Academy Trust

31. Nutrition Advise 
Fitness & Selfcare

32. The Sutton Centre

33. Bradford Central 
Sport

34. Park Grange Medical 
Centre

35. SMCA 

36. Bradford Tridant

37. BAGS

38. Café West

39. Buttershaw Footprint

West Yorkshire
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Learning
We need to make it easy for communities to get funding for events. A simple 
application form without a burden of heavy monitoring has let us to build 
relationships with organisations that haven’t come to us before for funding.
The quick turnaround between application and 
payment lets groups be more responsive to the 
needs of their community, which made it easier 
to plan events as COVID-19 restrictions eased.

We spread funds across all districts, and looked 
for areas where it would help most. The 
number of applications for Bradford was much 
larger than any other district, while Calderdale 
and Wakefield received the fewest. Our local 
knowledge told us there was other funding 
on offer in Wakefield which freed up funds for 
other areas.

If we went through this process again, we feel 
we could learn a lot more from participants. 
One solution could be to place QR codes 
around events for people to scan and complete 
a brief feedback form. Organisers could use 
similar forms to share feedback on attendance 
figures, as well as other monitoring like sharing 
photos and case studies.

We made an events support guide that helped 
answer frequently asked questions and offered 
as much support as we could to the organisers. 
It included a template risk assessment as well 
as helpful tips and hints for things to think 
about when putting on events.

We found that including members of finance 
and communications teams into the project 
working groups helped keep the project on 
track and the whole team up-to-date so all 
aspects of the fund were used effectively. 

This model for the Community Games will 
help us approach local partners to fund more 
opportunities where it’s needed most. Being 
able to use good examples of positive impact 
and show how these events satisfy local needs 
is essential to attract and sustain funding in the 
future.



This pot of money came at an ideal time when 
we were finishing a Healthy Holidays project. To 
be able to go out with a bang was just brilliant. 
We wouldn’t have been able to do it without 
your support.



The event had a positive impact on the 
community and some residents had said it’s the 
first time they had socialised like this in over a 
year.
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I thought everything you 
provided was helpful and 
easy to understand - which is 
essential in my line of work. 
Can’t fault your organisation 
at all, you’re great.

The Community Games 
support from YSF was great 
from start to finish. The 
communication was good 
with the documents and 
resources provided such as 
risk assessments and safety 
guides were helpful for those 
who need more support.

It would be good to increase the amount of funding 
to enable more activities to be delivered to groups. 
For example, the Cricket Tournament we delivered for 
groups has motivated them and they are now asking 
for more such activities as they found it very excellent 
for their physical health and mental well-being

It was a very short time-scale from 
me hearing about the grant until 
the deadline ... but equally 
the decision came 
quickly which was 
fantastic

What it’s like to work with us
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ShipShape Health and Wellbeing Centre in Sheffield used the funding to host a 
launch event for their new women and girls sports hub. 

They are wanting to shape a local Community Sport Hub to use activity to 
support women and young girls who feel isolated, struggle with mental health, 
face domestic abuse and those who are groomed into drugs and violence.

How ShipShape brought 
their community together

https://youtu.be/BxR-ce918Fw


Follow us on   
@YorkshireSport

Yorkshire Sport Foundation, Nepshaw Lane South, Morley, Leeds, LS27 7JQ
0330 2020 280 info@yorkshiresport.org www.yorkshiresport.org 
Yorkshire Sport Foundation is a company limited by guarentee in England and Wales  
Registered charity in England and Wales: 1143654


